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E-GAZETTE MK II* 

EDITORIAL 

Five shooting incidents in South Auckland, believed to be gang related, over one 
weekend in November and another in Gisborne. Two incidents of cops being shot at 
in Northland in the same month. Clear indication that this governments draconian 
and rushed new firearm laws has targeted the wrong people.   

In response to these events the Police Association is urging the government to speed 
up the introduction of full firearm registration in the misguided belief that this will 
stop criminals getting guns.  

Meanwhile our diligent police administrators wrap up us law abiding firearm 
owners in more red tape, by producing a 35 page application form to be completed 
online to obtain or renew our firearm licence. 

Now we hear the Minister for Internal Affairs prevaricating over the release of the 
report of the Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Christchurch attacks, that lead to 
all our present woes.  Apparently it will be up to the PM when or if it is made 
public. 

Spare a thought for the victims and their families of that heinous crime. 

Best wishes for the coming festive season, 

Phil 
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The e-Gazette Mk II* is a monthly news-letter circulated free to members of the 
NZAHAA and their friends by e-mail only. It may be copied and forwarded to fellow 
collectors, we ask that any material used by others is acknowledge to this 
publication.  
Copyright where indicated remains with the contributor of the item.  
Views expressed here are those of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the NZAHAA or its Branches.  
All correspondence relating to the e-Gazette should be addressed to:  
The Editor, Phil Cregeen at: oilyrag@xtra.co.nz To unsubscribe e-mail the Editor.  
All correspondence relating to NZAHAA membership should be addressed to the 
National Secretary:PO Box 694, Rangiora 7440 e-mail: 
nzahaa.secretary@gmail.com  
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UP COMING EVENTS 

2021 

7-9 January  Northland Branch Invitation Shoot, Oromahoe 

13 February  Dargaville Gun Show 

28 February  Central Branch Gun Show, Otorohanga 

27 & 28 March  Tauranga Militaria Show 

28 March  South Canterbury Auction, Washdyke 

9 & 10 April  NZAHAA AGM & Southland Branch Auction, Invercargill 

24 July   Mainland Living History Show, Christchurch 

18 September  Half Year GM, Christchurch  
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Pistol, Revolver, Webley Mk VI or Revolver  No1 Mk VI, .455-inch, 
Compiled by Phil Cregeen. 

Introduced in to NZ Service:  1915,     Withdrawn: End of WWII 

Maker:  Webley & Scott, Weaman Street, Birmingham. 

Calibre: .455 CF, Bore:  7 groove RH twist 1 in 20,  

Barrel length: 6.0 in.,OA Length: 11.25 in. Weight: 2 lb 6 oz.  

Type of Action: Top break, Double & Single Action, six shot,   

Sights: foresight blade & U Notch in barrel catch.  

Ammunition Mk II Weight of Cordite: 6.25 gr, Weight of Bullet: 265 gr   

   
  LHS Webley Mk VI       RHS Webley Mk VI    

Markings: Mark VI on top strap, Webley Mark VI Patents & date on lower frame, proof marks 
below barrel and on cylinder.  Serial Number on barrel, body & cylinder. NZ Issue mark stamped 

on LHS of frame, barrel and back strap. 
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Action open for loading, note ejector star protruding from cylinder. 

The Webley Mk VI revolver was introduced into British Service in LOC # 17319 dated 24 May 
1915. During World War I an estimated 280,000 revolvers were manufactured by Webley & 
Scott, with a total of 300,000 manufactured between 1914 and 1939.  In 1921 RSAF Enfield also 
commenced manufacturing the Mk VI revolver, almost identical to the Webley model, these are 
marked ENFIELD/ Mk crown VI/date on the RHS of the frame.   

Webley Mk VI are known to have been carried by New Zealand Officers in WW I and examples 
also exist with NZ issue marks, see above. 

               

       Mk VI Ammunition Packet      Cleaning rod and Armourers firing pin protrusion gauge.  

    Mk VI Rounds 
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Boer Steyr M 86 By Keith Mitchell 

!  
This is a Boer Steyr M.86 11x58R straight-pull military rifle utilising the Mannlicher packet-
loading system. The serial number is 26525. According to Paul Scarlata in his “Mannlicher 
Military Rifles. A Collector’s Guide” (Mowbray, 2004), barrel length is 31.7” and rifle weight is 
9.9 lb – it’s big. The cartridge was loaded with a 370 grain lead bullet pushed by a compressed 
black powder charge to an impressive 1,610 fps.   

Production began in 1886 and after 90,000 had been delivered, was halted in 1887. This was due 
to the momentous arrival of French smokeless powder. As an interim measure, while Austrian 
chemists sought to invent their own smokeless powder, M.86 rifles were re-barrelled in 8mm 
using a black powder cartridge and re-designated the M.86-88. This while the purpose-built M.88 
was developed – but still using a black powder cartridge. It would be interesting to know how 
many M.86 rifles remain unconverted.  

Scarlata mentions that the Boers, who were buying whatever arms they could get, bought later 
models of Steyr rifles but no mention of the M.86. Obviously, at least one M.86 was being used by 
a Boer irregular when it was captured during the Second Boer War (1899-1902). 

The present owner purchased this rifle as one of a group of firearms that had been housed in a 
museum for the Queen’s Royal Regiment (West Surrey). Apparently, in typical fashion the world 
over, the police had frozen onto the museum stating that its security wasn’t up to the standard 
required for housing firearms and that it would have to sell them. The present owner bought the lot 
in 1984. I commented to him that it was pretty mean for the police not to allow the museum to 
keep ancient firearms chambered in obsolete calibres on their premises. He quickly replied that, 
“Probably it was the machine guns in the museum that had first caught the attention of the police!” 

I Checked with “The Royal Archives” which are available online, to find that the soldier who 
presented the rifle to the museum was James Kennedy Bunbury, a Major in the 1st Battalion of the 
Queen’s Royal Regiment and later a Lieutenant Colonel on the General Staff. The Queen’s Royal 
Regiment (West Surrey) was raised in 1661 and named for Queen Catherine, widow of Charles II. 

A quick check on the history of Britstown which was also found online tells us that: 

“During the Anglo Boer War, the town played host to British armed forces dispatched by Lord 
Roberts to check the advance of Boer Commandos led by Commandant Liebenberg. On the 6th 
March 1900 the British forces were attacked by the Commando approximately 20-miles from the 
village and were forced to retreat back to Britstown, with the loss of 21 men. 
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Additional reinforcements under the command of Lord Kitchener were dispatched to the district 
from Cape Town and the Boer Commandos in the district were forced to retreat across the Orange 
River.” 

Presumably, the rifle was captured during the Boer retreat. 

!  

!  

CAN YOU HELP? 

Adrian Roads suggested I contact you.  Over the years I have been researching and gathering data 
on British Capping Breech Loaders especially those in British & Colonial military service, I have 
had many articles published, maybe you have seen some of them, if not I will send you some, I 
also have unpublished work.  My aim at the moment is to update them with new information and 
link them together to form a more substantial reference work.  Hence this letter to you. 

One of the main subjects of my research has been the Calisher & Terry on which I have gathered a 
substantial amount of information.  The forerunner of the Calisher & Terry was the Brands patent 
rifle of which few examples are known, there is one I believe in a New Zealand collection.  I am 
hoping you know of it as I would very much like to obtain details of this rifle its specifications, 
markings and hopefully photos.    
Kind Regards,  
Brian C Knapp.    towerheritage@yahoo.com  
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CAN YOU HELP?

 In Ted Roger’s May 2001 (!) “Militaria Auction”, auction number 2 - 01, Lot 1191 was for 
“a folder of letters of some 130 pages from No. 71599 Pvt Bill Murphy NZEF, Company C 
of the 36th Reinforcements.” These cover the period from April 1918 to April 1919, training 
at Trentham, in England, on the Western Front, and in the occupation forces. 
  
 My grandfather, Charles William Mitchell, 63476, was also in the 36th Reinforcements. 
Unfortunately, I have very little information on what they did, their stay on the Front must 
have been quite short. 
  
 I realise that this is a shot in the dark but if it all possible, I would like to contact the person 
who bought these letters to possibly obtain copies of them. Also, anyone out there who does 
have information on the 36th Reinforcements. I can be contacted at glenledi@xtra.co.nz 
  
Thank you, 
Keith Mitchell.   

IMAGES OF AUCKLAND ARMS FAIR By Kevin Hussey
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TARANAKI GUN SHOW By Andrew Edgcombe.

It’s always a concern putting on a show, will we have enough displays? Will we get enough 
support from vendors? Will we get people through the door? Have we done enough advertising?  
We must have done something right as we had excellent support from our vendors and exhibitors 
with a venue filled to capacity. Face book was given a hammering by Zac and myself along with 
the many shares and likes, if you spotted me on my phone I was probably doing an update or 
pushing the show on market place. We had nice new signs scattered around the region, those 
coming from the North may have noticed a flashing GUN SHOW sign at Brixton, courtesy of 
Gordon Burnside (What a good bugger). 

We had a good steady flow of people through the doors and it was good to receive some positive 
feedback from the paying public. 

The quality and variety of items on show and on the sales tables was great and vendors reported 
healthy sales. 

Our district Arms Officer Vaughan Watson was on hand during both days to supply permits, this 
being a service that is much appreciated and contributes greatly to the smooth running of the show. 
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GUN SHOW AWARDS 

BEST MILITARY DISPLAY,  “The Army Cup”,  M Jones, Taranaki Branch, 
1941 Indian Scout 

BEST BRITISH MILITARY DISPLAY, “Corkin Cup”, C Langlands ,Taranaki 
Branch, NZ firearms 

BEST NON-MILITARY DISPLAY,  Show medal, C & K Arnold, Central Branch, 
Guns of the old west 

BEST NON-FIREARMS DISPLAY, “Bennett Cup”, S Privett, Wellington 
Branch, NZ Volunteer helmets and helmet plates. 

BEST INDIVIDUAL DISPLAY, “Scott Trophy” D Lally, Taranaki Branch, 
Military Mausers 

BEST VISITOR DISPLAY, Show medal, Scotty, AK Display 

BEST OVERALL DISPLAY, Show medal, Taranaki Long Range Shooters, Long 
range shooting display 

BEST TARANAKI DISPLAY “Foy Cup” J Howe, Taranaki Branch,  Their 
Majesty’s Long arms 

PEOPLES CHOICE,  “Crowe Trophy” S Privett, Wellington Branch, 

DOOR RAFFLE WINNER,  P Shoebridge (Without bribery or corruption) 

Any show is only as good as those that support it, we are fortunate with the Taranaki Show to have 
some very loyal supporters from all around the North Island and of course the Taranaki 
membership.  Thank you to everyone who took the time to attend and contribute to the positive 
promotion of firearms and collecting and thank you Adrienne for your infinite patience, support 
and encouragement. 

I look forward to seeing you all again in 2021 
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ARMISTICE IN CAMBRIDGE with Noel Taylor

Here are some photos of the weekend 6 & 7 November where for another year running I participated 
in the above alongside the Baker family from Hastings with the horses and replica Armstrong Gun, 
they also supplied about 5 saddles for the display. I did my usual saddles display and supplied a 
dozen Rifles for the mounted horsemen for the Boer War & WWI ride by (SMLE & MLE – Long 
Toms).  A successful time although the crowds and vehicle exhibitors well down on other years. 
Good to catch-up with like minded folks and a number of former servicemen from my service days.
 
Camped again in a 1940 ex Army Bell tent but not as young and fit as a once old soldier in the field, 
but I managed, and with a Saturday night thunder storm blowing fine spray into the tent when the 
wind changed direction at 0300, so just pulled up the flap & hood of the US Army Bivie bag and 
went back to sleep on the camp bed and kept dry.
 
Always a big job especially the cleaning of Arms and saddles upon return, the car and trailer were 
well loaded.
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COLFO News Issue #6 December 2020 
http://colfo.org.nz  

  

F & R Campaign 

While it may seem that the campaign has come to an end with draconian laws now 
passed to restrict the use and ownership of firearms, the battle is not over, there is still 
much work to be done. 

Not least is ensuring that the regulations drafted by Police to implement the 
practicalities of the law changes are fair and reasonable in their application. Hold 
government agencies to account when the Royal Commission of Inquiry report is 
published, in particular the actions of Police in granting Tarrant his firearm licence. And 
oppose any further legislative changes that an over zealous anti firearm government 
may aspire to, including imposing higher fees for licenses and permits as part of cost 
recovery. Much of this work goes on out of the public eye but it still needs funding for 
professional services such as legal and PR advice. 

These issues affect ALL licensed firearm owners and cannot be ignored or within a 
decade or so there will be no hunting, shooting or firearm ownership in New Zealand 
for you or your children to enjoy. 

If you are one of the many followers of F & R campaign who have yet to donate to the 
cause please consider making a donation now.  

https://www.fairandreasonable.co.nz 

Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Christchurch Mosque Massacre. 

This report is due to be submitted to government by 26 November.  For security reasons 
we expect some of the report to be withheld from public view, however the public has 
a right to know the circumstances around the actions of police that allowed the 
terrorist Brenton Tarrant to obtain a firearm licence and subsequently purchase his 
weapons. We strongly suspect that police are already well aware of their failings in this 
regard. 

New Multi Page Licence Application Form. 

We are aware that Police plan to trial a new form on people applying for a first time 
firearm licence. This is a multi page document (35 pages) that asks more in depth 
questions, however we are advised that the material gathered is what is normally 
obtained in the vetting process, and will therefore speed up the whole process. 

While many may view this new application form as an imposition, COLFOs view is that 
if it makes the vetting process more robust it will enhance the fit and proper status of 
LFOs. The last thing the firearm community needs is flaky people being granted a 
licence through poor vetting. 
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Prioritising Our Work 

People who experience issues with matters relating to their ownership of firearms 
frequently bring them to COLFO in the expectation that they will receive our assistance 
in resolving the issue.  That is good because we need to understand these issues as they 
arise, however it is important that you understand that our resources are limited and 
that priority will be given to those matters that impact the greater number of people. 

New Police Minister Poto Williams MP Speaks Out 

Following a second incident in Northland where shots were fired at a police patrol the 
new Minister of Police had this to say: "As Minister of Police, I will continue the work 
begun in the last term of Parliament which had one overriding objective - to stop 
firearms falling into the wrong hands.” 
"The former minister signalled a couple of pieces of work which are yet to come back 
to Cabinet. These relate to reforms to the system of firearms licensing and 
administration; and a response to the public discussion document on Firearms 
Prohibition Orders.” 
"These are important matters and I will be taking some time to ensure Cabinet gets the 
best advice. At this stage, there is no fixed time frame for when those decisions are 
likely to be made. The delayed election has pushed out previous timeframes.” 

COLFO has sought to meet with Minister Williams to discuss firearm issues. 

Newly elected MP Nicole McKee told the audience at a party meeting that Act would be 
holding the government to account on firearm related matters, and would continue to 
campaign for sensible firearm laws, but warned that change could not happen quickly. 

Have You Thought About Joining an Association? 

Whatever your firearm interests there is a national association that caters especially 
for your needs. These organisations are great at advocating on your behalf in time of 
need and are made up of people who share your interests and concerns and will keep 
you informed. Being part of a group of likeminded people allows you to understand 
what is normal and what is abnormal. 

Keep Your Firearms Stored Safely and Securely. 

Police have updated their guidance on firearm storage following the recent law 
changes, read more here: 

https://www.police.govt.nz/advice-services/firearms-and-safety/firearms-safety/
firearms-storage.   

Seasons Greetings 

From the Chair and Board of COLFO we wish you a safe and happy festive season. 

MERRY CHRISTMAS 
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FIREARMS LEGISLATION THAT MAY AFFECT YOU 

• All pump action centre fire rifles that accept a box fed magazine or are 
fitted with a tubular magazine over 10 rounds are prohibited. 

• All pistol carbine conversion kits are prohibited, this includes “C” 
category, board & holster stocks. 

• Any firearm registered as a pistol which is under 762mm long and over 
400mm long is now prohibited. 

• Small pistol applies mainly to “B” category holders, (maximum overall 
length of 400mm, minimum barrel length 101mm, maximum muzzle 
velocity 1600 feet per second) are not prohibited. 

• Semi auto pistol applies mainly to “C” category holders, (pistols with 
barrel length 100mm or less) are prohibited if not held on a “C” 
endorsement 

• Any lower receiver capable of being attached to a centrefire upper, 
resulting in a functioning centrefire firearm is now prohibited. 

For more information and updates  

visit:www.police.govt.nz /Firearms and Safety 
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EIC Pattern C Musket dated 1840
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MYSTERY OBJECT (below right), answer please to oilyrag@xtra.co.nz  (a clue lies in e-gazette 
# 111)

Last months (below left ), Andre Edgcombe was first and said it was a tool for setting teeth on a 
British trench “Chain saw”. It fits into one of a pair of wooden handles that come in the leather 
pouch with the saw.  

BUY SELL OR SWAP List items free for two issues (* indicates final listing)  
TradeMe refuses to list .22 semi autos, but if they are legal you can list them here. 

WANTED: Fore wood for a Martini Enfield .303 AC II, can be cut down, 
Contact Jason: jason.wa@xtra.co.nz 

*WANTED: Bakers Series Carbine / fusil flint  lock, it will bear the Lion Rampant & be 5 & 5/8” 
long there are only the three size  Musket, Carbine &  Pistol.  
Contact Maurice taylors.4@xtra.co.nz  
  
*WANTED: For Remington Lee - Extractor and extractor retaining plate. 
Contact Chris - ckmc77@gmail.com 

*WANTED:  Slug barrel (type without top Rib) for a Remington 870. Any condition considered. 
Please ring or Text Danny on 021336207. 

*WANTED – Walther Mod 1 or Mod 2 .22 semi auto/bolt action rifle parts.
I need a bolt, but would take a whole rifle in any 
condition if one was available.
Here’s a couple of sample pictures of the type of 
rifle. Please email Tony  tony.bruce@fujitsu.com 
 or call 021 289 8831

*WANTED – For a Walther KKJ .22 Hornet bolt 
action rifle, the bolt and a magazine.
Anything considered.
Please email Tony  tony.bruce@fujitsu.com or call 
021 289 8831
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*WANTED: a Savage .22LR magazine for a Mod 19 or Mod 23 
bolt action rifle.
I have a Savage 1919 bolt action .22LR that is missing a magazine.  
I also have a Savage Mod 23 that has a mag that fits the Mod 19.(or 
I would take a whole rough rifle for parts if one was available.) My 
magazine is marked ‘SAVAGE SPORTER’ with a patent date of 
1908 on the other side. Contact Tony tony.bruce@fujitsu.com 021 
289 8831

FOR SALE: Gun Safe Type: 3B, 12/16 Guns Size: 1500mm H x 950mm W x 300mm D, 
Weight approx: 230kg, Colour:    Metropolitan Blue $1750 ono,
Contact Graham grahambrimble1234@gmail.com

*FOR SALE: 
American Vietnam Era Pilot's Survival Knife: 6-7/8" blade, 11-3/4" overall 
with upper saw edge, maker “Garc 

WWII Australian Fighting K/Dagger, double edge 8-1/2" blade, overall 
14-1/4". Unmarked either Greg Steel or Ernst Brothers, Extremely Rare & The 
Rarest of the Aust Knives. Refer R Fook's book, page 178 plate 419 

WWII American fighting K. Converted from a WWI, MkI 1918 Trench Knuckle K. 
6-5/8" double edge blade overall 11-1/4", with a solid brass guard, brass 
shell pommel, with compressed leather washer grips and orig. Sheath.a well 
balanced k. For CQB 

WWI Belgium Trench Knife, 8-1/4" double edge blade, overall 14". I suspect 
knife and scabbard have been excavated. Blade has some pitting, sharpened, 
wooden handle & rivet in v/g shape, scabbard badly pitted . Refer F J 
Stephens book, page 30, No 111. Took me a long time to procure this one. 

WWII New Zealand f/survival knife (knuckle guard removed), double edge blade 
6", overall 10-3/8",minor pitting, with the standard USMC sheath in v/g 
condition 

WWII Australian Theatre Made Fighting K. 8" double edge stiletto blade, 
12-1/2" overall. Handle made of compressed leather washers. It appears to be 
designed on the shape of the Australian Commando k. In an original short 
Lee-Enfield scabbard. 

WWII Australian Commando K, double edge stiletto, 7-1/4" blade overall 
11-1/2" . Unmarked, )Gregory Steel Products?), minor pitting, steel checked 
grip, sheath, 2 rivets lower, 1 rivet upper for the strap holder. It was 
carried by Cpl. William Robertson a US Marine with the 1st Marine Div. RARE 

If you are interested in any of these knives please contact the vendor: b.mackrell@xtra.co.nz  
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CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE 

www.sportingshooters.nz 
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